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When remodeling or building, it’s fun and exciting to  

coordinate fixtures, colors, fabrics and accessories. The 

Studio V and Gallery Collections of bath cabinets expand 

these possibilities, allowing you to integrate creative design 

ideas with beautiful and functional storage solutions. With 

frame, cabinet and installation options, as well as customization 

opportunities, you can truly express yourself.
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N u T o n e  C a b i n e t s

Lights shown above 
are not available from 
NuTone Premier

Shown: Gallery Deluxe 
72SS244D with a recessed 
cherry frame 74CY24
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A  72WH346D (35" tall, 6" deep, 
beveled mirror, with 74WH34 
Recessed Frame)

B  72SS244D (25" tall, 4" deep, 
beveled mirror with 75CY24 
surface mount Cherry frame)

C  72WH344D (35" tall, 4" deep, 
beveled mirror, recessed with 
no frame)

D  72SS244D (25" tall, 4" deep, 
beveled mirror with 760024 
Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit)

A

C

D

B
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G a l l e r y  D e l u x e
Gallery Deluxe bath cabinets represent the pinnacle in artistry 

and craftsmanship—combining style, design and materials in a 

functional piece of art. Choose either a stainless steel or white 

interior cabinet body, frame options, and let your creativity 

flourish. Do you wish to install a single cabinet over a pedestal sink 

or multiple units in a row over a long counter? Would you like a 

traditional aesthetic using our hardwood frames, or would you prefer 

a sleek and modern frameless presentation? What about creating 

your own custom frame, matching your home’s woodwork and stain? 

Gallery Deluxe offers infinite possibilities with frame, gang kit, 

recessed, semi-recessed and surface-mount kit options. See pages 8 

and 9 for more installation and customization details.

Dark  
Cherry

Unfinished  
Cherry

Unfinished  
Poplar 

(Paintable)

Gloss  
White

Four frame options 
are available for both 
recessed or surface-
mount applications.  
See pages 8 and 9 
for design ideas, and 
specifications.

 Model Cabinet Frame Door Mirror Overall Size  Wall Opening
 Number Body Style Type Shape w h w h d

Gallery Deluxe Beveled Mirror Cabinet Recessed, Semi-recessed* or Surface Mount**

 72SS244D Stainless Frameless Single Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 4

 72SS344D Stainless Frameless Single Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 4

 72SS246D Stainless Frameless Single Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 6

 72SS346D Stainless Frameless Single Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 6

 72WH244D White Frameless Single Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 4

 72WH344D White Frameless Single Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 4

 72WH246D White Frameless Single Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 6

 72WH346D White Frameless Single Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 6
Note: All measurements are in inches.
*Only models with a 6" depth can be Semi-recessed and require a Semi-recessed Mirror Kit. 
**Only models with a 4" depth can be surface mounted and require either a Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit or a Surface Mount Frame.

Shown: 72SS244D, recessed with no frame

25" or 35" tall, 4" or 6" deep

Gallery Deluxe interior is
available in two cabinet styles:
A.  Fabricated stainless steel 

cabinet with a black door
B.  Enameled white steel 

cabinet with a white door

Reversible mounting allows left-  
or right-hand door opening

Exterior mirror is premium  
float glass that provides a  
deep rich reflection 

Eurodesign hinges open 170°  
for added viewing space

1" beveled trim on the front 
mirror

Adjustable 1/4" thick glass 
shelves for superior light 
reflection; 24" model: 3 shelves, 
34" model: 4 shelves

Snap-fit shelf supports lock glass 
shelves in place

Interior back panel mirror

Interior door mirror

Integral recessed door 
finger pull

Full perimeter bumper cushions 
the door for a quiet close

For information on Surface Mount and Semi-recessed Side Mirror Kits, and Gang Attachment Kits, see page 8. 



  Shown: 72WH304D (30" tall, 
4" deep, with beveled mirror)
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125°

4"

 Model    Frame  Cabinet Door Cabinet      Overall Size       Wall Opening
 Number    Type Body Type Depth  w h d  w h d

Gallery Oversize Recessed or Surface Mount*

 72SS304D   Frameless  Stainless Single 4 24 30 – 231⁄4 29 4

 72WH304D  Frameless  White Single 4  24 30 – 231⁄4 29 4
Note: All measurements are in inches.

* For information on Surface Mount and Semi-recessed Side Mirror Kits, and Gang Attachment Kits, see page 8. 

Gallery bath cabinets are well known for beauty and craftsmanship. 

And now, they are known for even more — storage space, that is. Gallery 

Oversize cabinets are now available a full ten inches wider. That provides 

an additional 180 square inches of storage space on four glass shelves 

and the base of the cabinet. Whether recessed or surface mounted, the 

beautiful, rich, beveled float glass mirrors provide a timeless complement 

to every bath or powder room.

30" tall, 4" deep

Gallery Oversize interiors are 
available in two cabinet styles:
A.  Fabricated stainless steel cabinet 

with a black door (shown right)
B.  Enameled white steel cabinet  

with a white door

Reversible mounting allows left-  
or right-hand door opening

Exterior mirror is premium 
float glass that provides a deep 
rich reflection—framed in a  
1/2" beveled trim

Four adjustable 1/4" thick glass 
shelves for superior light reflection

Snap-fit shelf supports lock glass 
shelves in place

Interior mirrors on the back of the  
cabinet and the inside door add light  
and functionality

Integral recessed door finger pull

A rubber bumper around the 
perimeter cushions the door  
for a quiet close

125° concealed hinges allow wide 
door opening and smooth operation

Shown: Gallery Oversize 72SS304DF

G a l l e r y  O v e r s i z e
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Gallery provides the inspiration.  
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The Gallery Collection is a complete “storage system solution.” In fact, 

your possibilities are truly infinite when considering the options below.

1. Determine how many cabinets and how much storage you’d like. 

Would you prefer one model over a pedestal sink, or do you want to create 

a custom storage and design statement with multiple cabinets? All of our 

models can be either recessed or surface mounted, and with our Gangable 

Attachment Kit you can seamlessly install as many cabinets in a row as 

you wish. See photo on page 9.

2. Select your Gallery cabinet style: Keep in mind factors such as… 

which materials and colors you’d prefer (stainless steel or painted white 

cabinets), do you want internal cabinet mirrors, and would you prefer 

170 degree hinges (allowing you to truly utilize the back of the door for 

viewing)? Answering these questions will help drive your selection.

3. Determine how deep your walls are and the storage space you 

need. Now you can decide on all of your dimensions. 25" or 35" tall?  

4" or 6" deep? Consider 6" deep Gallery Deluxe models for unbelievable, 

yet hidden storage space—especially in powder rooms over a pedestal sink. 

4" and 6" deep cabinets can be recessed or surface mounted, while 6" 

cabinets have the option of being semi-recess mounted in a standard wall.

4. To frame or not to frame… now it really gets interesting. If you 

prefer a modern or minimalistic style, install a Gallery unit with no frame 

at all—either recessed into the wall or with one of our Surface Mount 

Side Mirror kits. Or choose one of our beautiful recessed or surface mount 

pre-stained hardwood frames, which are fully assembled and stained 

out-of-the-box (like a picture frame) for easy installation and perfect-fit 

mitered corners.

5. Still not satisfied with your options? No problem. Poplar and 

Cherry hardwood frames are available unfinished allowing you to custom-

stain or paint to match your cabinetry. Or you or your professional 

carpenter can create your own frame mouldings that perfectly match your 

home’s woodwork and cabinetry. 

Gallery Deluxe Bath Cabinets Recessed or Surface Mount*
Model 
Number

Former 
Jensen no.

Style
Name

Cabinet
Body Shelves

Overall Size Wall Opening 
w h w h d

72SS244D G1200P24SSGU Deluxe Stainless Steel 4 15 25 141⁄4 24 4
72SS344D G1200P34SSGU Deluxe Stainless Steel 5 15 35 141⁄4 34 4
72SS246D G1206P24SSGU Deluxe Stainless Steel 4 15 25 141⁄4 24 6
72SS346D G1206P34SSGU Deluxe Stainless Steel 5 15 35 141⁄4 34 6
72WH244D G1200P24WHGU Deluxe White Steel 4 15 25 141⁄4 24 4
72WH344D G1200P34WHGU Deluxe White Steel 5 15 35 141⁄4 34 4
72WH246D G1206P24WHGU Deluxe White Steel 4 15 25 141⁄4 24 6
72WH346D G1206P34WHGU Deluxe White Steel 5 15 35 141⁄4 34 6

* Only models with a 4" depth can be surface mounted and require either a Surface Mount Side 
 Mirror Kit for frameless installations, or a Recessed or Surface Mount frame. See below.

Recessed Frames (for single cabinet only)
Model 
Number

Former 
Jensen no.

Style 
Name

Overall Size
w h

74WH24 G140024WH Gloss White 213⁄8 313⁄8
74WH34 G140034WH Gloss White 213⁄8 413⁄8
74UP24 G140024UWH Unfinished Poplar 213⁄8 313⁄8
74UP34 G140034UWH Unfinished Poplar 213⁄8 413⁄8
74CY24 G140024CY Dark Cherry 213⁄8 313⁄8
74CY34 G140034CY Dark Cherry 213⁄8 413⁄8
74UC24 G140024UCY Unfinished Cherry 213⁄8 313⁄8
74UC34 G140034UCY Unfinished Cherry 213⁄8 413⁄8

Surface Mount Frames (for single cabinet only)
Model 
Number

Former 
Jensen no.

Style 
Name

Overall Size
w h

75WH24 G145024WH Gloss White 213⁄8 313⁄8
75WH34 G145034WH Gloss White 213⁄8 413⁄8
75UP24 G145024UWH Unfinished Poplar 213⁄8 313⁄8
75UP34 G145034UWH Unfinished Poplar 213⁄8 413⁄8
75CY24 G145024CY Dark Cherry 213⁄8 313⁄8
75CY34 G145034CY Dark Cherry 213⁄8 413⁄8
75UC24 G145024UCY Unfinished Cherry 213⁄8 313⁄8
75UC34 G145034UCY Unfinished Cherry 213⁄8 413⁄8

Note: All measurements are in inches. 

Semi-recessed Side Mirror Kits (for 6" cabinet depths only)
 G1530 (for cabinets with a 24" wall opening height)
 G1540 (for cabinets with a 34" wall opening height)

Horizontal Gang Attachment Kit 
 Previous Jensen number: G1520

 76GK* (for 24", 29" and 34" wall openings)
Example 1: Recess three cabinets in a row (3 cabinets - 1) = 2 Horizontal Gang Attachment Kits.
Example 2:  Surface mount four cabinets in a row (4 cabinets - 1) = 3 Horizontal Gang 

Attachment Kits, plus 4 Surface Mount Side Mirror Kits. 

Vertical Gang Attachment Kit 
 G1525* (for 24", 29" and 34"  wall openings)
Example 1: Recess two cabinets in a column (2 cabinets - 1) = 1 Vertical Gang Attachment Kit.
Example 2:  Surface mount two cabinets in a column (2 cabinets - 1) = 1 Vertical Gang 

Attachment Kit, plus 2 Surface Mount Side Mirror Kits. 

*To determine the quantity of Gang Kits needed, subtract 1 from the number of cabinets to 
be ganged. When ganging and surface mounting cabinets, 1 Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit is 
required for each cabinet.

Surface Mount Side Mirror* Kits (for 4" cabinet depths only)
Model 
Number

Former 
Jensen no.

760024 G150024 (for cabinets with a 24" wall opening height)

760030 G152430 (for cabinets with a 29" wall opening height—see page 7 for  
product details)

760034 G150034 (for cabinets with a 34" wall opening height)

Recessed

Frame Profiles

Surface Mount

43⁄4
4

31⁄2

31⁄2

11⁄2

If you previously ordered Gallery Collection from Jensen:
The Jensen number you used to order is now cross referenced on the charts 
to the right. Use the NuTone model number to order the cabinet, frame 
and accessories needed for your installation. If you have questions, contact 
NuTone customer support at 800-325-8351.



You provide the imagination.

With Gallery Collection, you  
can also customize your storage. 
Here we’ve created a tri-view  
cabinet by recessing and ganging 
three cabinets together using our 
Gangable Attachment Kits. 

Surrounding the three cabinets is
a professionally crafted, custom 
frame (not supplied or offered by 
NuTone Premier). It demonstrates 
how a custom frame can be built to
perfectly match your interior design 
and woodwork.

Gangable Attachment Kit(s) must be used when two or more cabinets are mounted  
side-by-side to ensure proper attachment and spacing. Cabinets can be “ganged” together 
in either recessed or surface-mount installations. Shown above, three recessed Gallery 
Deluxe (72SS244D) cabinets joined by two horizontal Gangable Attachment Kits (76GK).

Shown: Unfinished 
Poplar frame with 
custom paint

Gallery Collection lets you 
express yourself, so be as 
creative as you desire. 
Paint or stain your frame 
however you wish. Or, 
design your own frame 
with sophisticated 
mouldings. With 
Gallery, you’re only 
inhibited by your 
imagination.
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Shown: Contemporary Frame S568N244SSCOC

Shown: Traditional Frame S568N246WHSNP  
with G1530 semi-recessed mirror kit     

Shown: Traditional Frame S568N244SSBZP
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Shown: Studio V Series  
model S568N244SSSNP stainless steel cabinet, 
with Traditional Satin Nickel frame. 



S t u d i o  V  S e r i e s 
Studio V Series—in Traditional and Contemporary Frames. Now it’s easy to add 

the perfect complement to today’s rich, bath hardware and fixtures. New metal  

finish frames in traditional or contemporary profiles provide an alternative to 

matching woodwork or cabinetry. With 72 size and style options there’s a sure 

fit with any décor and storage need. Stainless steel or white painted cabinet 

bodies, glass shelves and 170° Euro-style, soft-close hinges withstand the rigors 

of everyday use. Light gathering mirrors on the inside door and cabinet back 

double the functionality when open. Studio V Series bath cabinets take style and 

sophistication in a fresh, new direction.
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Model  
Number

Mirror  
Front

Cabinet  
Finish

Door  
Type

Cabinet 
Depth

Mirror 
Shape

Overall Size Wall Opening
w d w h d

Studio V Series Recessed, Semi-recessed and Surface Mount—See Accessory Kits Below.
 Previous Jensen model numbers have been modified with the addition of the letter “N”

S568N244 ***** Bevel Stainless/White Single 4 Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 4
S568N344 ***** Bevel Stainless/White Single 4 Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 4
S568N246 ***** Bevel Stainless/White Single 6 Rectangle 15 25 141⁄4 24 6
S568N346 ***** Bevel Stainless/White Single 6 Rectangle 15 35 141⁄4 34 6

Ordering Guidelines 
1. Select your base model number. 
2.  Add the two-letter code for cabinet body option,  

“SS” for stainless steel or “WH” for white.
3.  Add the three-letter code for frame finish (color) and 

style (traditional or contemporary). Example: To order 
a Studio V Series, 34" tall, 4" deep cabinet with a 
stainless steel body and a traditional Satin Nickel frame 
your model number will be S568N344SSSNP.

Semi-recessed Side Mirror Kits for Studio V Series
G1530 (for 24" high cabinet with 6" depth)
G1540 (for 34" high cabinet with 6" depth)

Surface Mount Side Mirror Kits for Studio V Series
 Previous Jensen numbers: G150024 & G150034

760024 (for 24" high cabinet with 4" depth)
760034 (for 34" high cabinet with 4" depth)

Traditional Frames
Oil-rubbed 
Bronze 
(BZC)

Satin 
Nickel 
(SNC)

Copper 
(COC)

White 
(WHC)

Black 
(BKP)

Satin 
Nickel 
(SNP)

Oil-rubbed 
Bronze 
(BZP)

White 
(WHP) 

Espresso 
(ESP)

25" or 35" tall,  
4" or 6" deep

170˚ Soft-close hinges

Stainless steel or white 
painted steel cabinet finishes

Framed 1/2" beveled front 
mirror

Three adjustable 1/4" thick 
glass shelves for superior light 
reflection (Four shelves on 
35" model)

Snap-fit shelf supports lock 
glass shelves in place

Interior mirrors on the  
back of the cabinet and  
the inside door add light  
and functionality

Reversible mounting allows 
left- or right-hand opening 

Shown: Studio V Series model S568N244WHSNC 
Shown: Studio V Series model S568N246SSSNP 

Contemporary Frames

170° concealed soft-close hinges  
allow wide door opening and  
smooth operation



Traditional or Contemporary? Whatever 

your décor preference is, the City Collection 

lets you express yourself. Whether it’s the 

timeless beauty of City Traditional or the 

sleek, modern design of City Contemporary, 

you’re sure to find the perfect complement and 

simple sophistication for any décor.
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  Shown: 62BK244CN (261⁄2" tall,  
4" deep with Contemporary  

Chestnut Frame)



120° 

4"

 Model  Mirror  Frame  Door Cabinet  Overall Size         Wall Opening
 Number  Front  Finish Type Depth  w h  d w h d
City Traditional Collection Recessed or Surface Mount*

 62BK244TBK  5⁄8" Bevel  Black  Single 4  161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244TCY 5⁄8" Bevel  Cherry  Single 4  161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244TMP 5⁄8" Bevel  Maple  Single 4  161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244TGK 5⁄8" Bevel  Oak  Single 4  161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

City Contemporary Collection Recessed or Surface Mount*

 62BK244CBK Flat Black Single 4 161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244CCY Flat Cherry Single 4 161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244CCN Flat Chestnut Single 4 161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4

 62BK244CMP Flat Maple Single 4 161⁄2 261⁄2 51⁄4 141⁄4 24 4
*Surface mount installations require an optional Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit model 760024 (see below).
Note: All measurements are in inches.

Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit

 760024 (includes two side mirrors and mounting hardware)

261⁄2" tall, 4" deep

Powder-coated satin-black cabinet

Reversible mounting allows left-  
or right-hand door opening

Exterior mirror is premium float glass 
that provides a deep rich reflection—  
flat-front available in City Contemporary 
and 5/8" beveled trim available in  
City Traditional

Three adjustable glass shelves  
for superior light reflection

Snap-fit shelf supports lock glass shelves 
in place

Interior mirrors on the back of the  
cabinet and the inside door add light  
and functionality

Rubber bumpers cushion the door  
for a quiet close

120° concealed hinges allow wide door 
opening and smooth operation

Shown: 62BK244CCN

C i t y  C o l l e c t i o n
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Shown: City Traditional Cherry 62BK244TCY

Shown: City Traditional Oak 62BK244TGK

Shown: City Traditional Maple 62BK244TMP

Shown: City Traditional Black 62BK244TBK

Timeless design is the hallmark of the City Collection Traditional line. Available in fine-grained  

woods with exquisite, durable finishes, our City Traditional frames lend simple sophistication to any décor. 

The soft curves of the frame profile are enhanced by a crisp bevel on the premium float glass mirror. Give 

the door a gentle tug and it glides open to reveal a rich, satin-black cabinet. Mirrored surfaces on the 

inside door and the back of the cabinet gather light to add visibility. Locking shelf supports ensure the 

adjustable glass shelves remain securely positioned. Fabricated from the best materials, City Traditional 

frames will come to be viewed as fine furniture for your home, whether used to complement or contrast 

with other textures, colors and finishes. See page 13 for specifications.

C i t y  T r a d i t i o n a l
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Shown: City Contemporary Cherry 62BK244CCY

Shown: City Contemporary Maple 62BK244CMP

Shown: City Contemporary Chestnut 62BK244CCN

Shown: City Contemporary Black 62BK244CBK

Is it modern? Or is it Eurodesign? Whatever you call it, elegant simplicity describes it best. And  

regardless of how you design with City Collection Contemporary frames, our four beautiful  

wood finishes will cover every need. The shallow bevel of the frame rises from the wall surface to create 

a clean and refined appearance. Smooth hinges silently guide the door open to present a satin-black  

cabinet. With mirrors on the inside door and the back of the cabinet, as well as adjustable glass shelves, 

light is reflected into every corner for superior visibility. Timeless in design, City Contemporary frames  

will be a perfect complement to a broad range of colors, textures, and fine fabrics—now, and in  

the years ahead. See page 13 for specifications.

C i t y  C o n t e m p o r a r y
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Add a splash of color with a bold, vibrant iColor Collection bath cabinet. 
They’re contemporary, fashionable and sure to reflect your sense of style.
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Shown: iColor Collection
Metallic Onyx cabinet, 65MB244DF



170°

4"

    Model  Mirror  Finish  Door Cabinet   Overall Size     Wall Opening
 Number  Front   Type Depth  w  h d  w h d

iColor Collection Recessed or Surface Mount*

 65MB244DF  Flat  Metallic Onyx  Single 4  15 25 5 141⁄4 24 4

 65CB244DF  Flat Cobalt Blue Single 4 15 25 5 141⁄4 24 4
*Surface mount installations require an optional Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit (see below).
Note: All measurements are in inches.

Surface Mount Side Mirror Kit

 760024 (includes two side mirrors and mounting hardware)

i C o l o r™ C o l l e c t i o n

25" tall, 4" deep

Powder-coated steel cabinet in two colors

Reversible mounting allows left-  
or right-hand door opening

Exterior mirror is premium flat-front float 
glass that provides a deep rich reflection

Three adjustable glass shelves for 
superior light reflection

Snap-fit shelf supports lock glass 
shelves in place

Interior mirrors on the back of the  
cabinet and the inside door add light  
and functionality

Rubber bumpers cushion the door  
for a quiet close

170° concealed hinges allow wide door  
opening and smooth operation

Shown: iColor Collection, 
Cobalt Blue cabinet, 65CB244DF
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We heard it time and again—a bath cabinet is just a bath cabinet. And that got us 

thinking; why should a product only be what people expect? iColor™ Collection helps you 

express your sense of style in two bold colors. These fabricated cabinets feature a durable 

baked-on powder coat finish, and float glass mirrors to ensure a distortion-free reflection. 

Whether surface mounted or recessed, iColor™ is a cure for the common cabinet.
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A  LBC10 recess mounted, lights 
shown not available from 
NuTone Premier 

B  A concealed door blends with 
the beveled glass around it

C  Multi-faceted beveled surfaces

B

A

C
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353⁄8" tall, 37⁄8" deep

Multi-faceted 1/4" thick
beveled mirrors provide  
a deep reflection

Eurodesign hinges open 115° 

1/4" thick glass shelves for 
superior light reflection

Mount an accompanying  
6-7/8" round magnifying
mirror on the inside door to  
your height preference

Stainless steel shelf supports

Interior back panel mirror

Stainless steel cabinet offers
a beautiful aesthetic

Recessed installation only

Le Baccarat is a virtual diamond for the bath or powder room,  

elegantly blending light and shape. Multi-faceted mirrored surfaces 

and a concealed door sit beneath a broad, sweeping arch. With  

premium float-glass that provides a deep, distortion-free reflection,  

Le Baccarat provides a dazzling viewing experience from every angle.

Shown: LBC10 recess mounted

 Model Frame Door Mirror  Overall Size            Wall Opening
 Number Type Type Shape w h d w h d

Le Baccarat Recessed Mount Only

 LBC10 Frameless Single Arched 24 353⁄8 41⁄8 161⁄2 251⁄4 37⁄8

Note: All measurements are in inches.  

L e  B a c c a r a t
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NuTone® is America’s leading brand of residential built-in convenience products including door chimes, central vacuum systems, 
stereo intercom systems, ceiling fans, home theater speakers, bath cabinets, ironing centers and ventilation fans.
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